
Color Theory and Practice
One Engineer's Attempt to Turn Science into Art



Why this Project?



Why I chose color as a topic?

● Saw other photographers’ images on the Web and Instagram and 
realized that they often had a consistent look and feel that my 
images lacked

● Considered an N4C Portfolio, but my images looked unharmonious 
when viewed on 1 page

● Looked at artists’ paintings and their use of color harmonies and 
realized I had a lot to learn



Initial Attempts to Learn Color

● Watched 100+ hours of Youtube videos on Colors and Art
● Considered simplifying to just one or two color harmonies (colors that 

work well together) - using a mathematical calculation to generate 
color complements.

● Realized the topic is much more complex and incapable of being 
reduced to simple math

● Admitted defeat for a color by numbers approach and attempted to 
define a more organic, artistic approach rooted in fundamental 
aesthetic truths.



Who this is for…

● Those with an interest in refining their current image color workflow.
● Best for those categories that allow for creative expression using 

color, Pictorial and Creative, but with subtle use, also viable for 
travel, nature, journalism.

● Not for those born with an innate sense of color or who wish to use 
color in a wildly non-traditional way

● Not generally for those using Color Lookup Tables (LUTs), Preset 
Filters, or other automated color processing means



Objectives of this presentation

● Impress the importance of proper color balance and harmonies in an 
image

● Begin to see color in the world - images, movies, art, advertising, 
graphics, from the perspective of color harmonies

● Build a foundation, kindle an interest in, and promote a lifelong 
exploration of the use of color

● Learn to use a few tools to analyze existing images, artwork, and 
deduce color harmonies

● Begin to use a Raw Image Processor to tweak images into pleasing 
color harmonies



Professional Inspiration



Color Samples
By Photographers, Artists, and 

Cinematographers

● Downloaded sample images 
from photographers’ websites

● Made 4x3 Contact Sheets for 
viewing 12 images on one 
page

● Useful to judge overall Style, 
Feel, and Color Palettes used

● Good for inspiration if a 
particular color scheme “feels 
right” for one of your own 
images



Benjamin Everett



Jeffrey Becom



Peter Lik



Matthieu Venot



Guy Tal



Joe Cornish



Theo Bosboom



Albert Bierstadt



Edward Hopper



Cinema Palettes - facebook.com



What Have we 
Learned

From Professional 
Photographers, Artists, and 

Cinematographers?

● Color evokes emotion
● Color Palettes can vary widely 

and still be believable
● Simpler use of colors is often 

more effective
● Color Schemes are real, and 

can help communicate a 
uniform personal vision or style



Consistent Style
Is it even necessary to have a 

consistent color style?

● Maybe Not…
○ Process each image to bring out 

its best?
○ When you are learning to “find 

your style”
● Maybe Yes…

○ If you are a Pro that needs a 
consistent professional 
appearance

○ For portfolios or exhibitions that 
require a consistent look

● Maybe Both…
○ Try Projects in different styles to 

learn color control and discipline
○ Your style may evolve over time



Basic Color Wheel and Theory



Early Color Theory History

● In 1666, Isaac Newton uses a prism to 
discover that all colors are contained in 
white light

● Newton divides the spectrum of colors into 
7 colors =  same as days of the week, and 
musical notes in an octave.

● He wraps the first color Red and last color 
Violet into a circle or Color Wheel - The 
foundation for our childhood mnemonic 
ROY G BIV is born.



Early Color Theory History - Color Wheel & Emotions

● While Newton approached colors from a 
scientific perspective, Wolfgang von 
Goethe approached from a more human 
perspective

● In 1810, Goethe maps the colored circle 
into the emotional effect that colors have 
on humans.

● Many more “emotional color wheels” have 
been developed to further refine Goethe’s 
original wheel.



Artist’s Color Wheel - Subtractive from Mixing Paints

● Three Primary Colors of Red, Yellow, and 
Blue are mixed to form the Secondary 
colors

● Mixing a Primary and a Secondary color 
yields Tertiary Colors

● Complementary Colors are 180 degrees, 
or opposite, on the Color Wheel.

○ Red - Green
○ Yellow - Magenta
○ Blue - Orange
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Modern Color Wheel - Additive from Mixing Light

● Three Primary Colors of Red, Green, and 
Blue are mixed to form the Secondary 
colors

● Mixing a Primary and a Secondary color 
yields Tertiary Colors

● Complementary Colors are 180 degrees or 
opposite on the Color Wheel.

○ Red - Cyan
○ Green - Magenta
○ Blue - Yellow
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Which Color Wheel is “Right” for Color Harmonies?



Whatever looks good?

● One Basic Color Harmony is called 
complementary

● It uses two colors 180 degrees apart on 
the color wheel to maximize color contrast

● However with two different wheels that 
would mean two different answers

● It seems that when using only two 
complementary colors, there is 
considerable latitude from the precise 180 
degrees.

● Overall intent is to mix Cool and Warm 
Colors to maximize contrast.

● Still, it seems that the Artists Wheel, Red, 
Yellow, Blue is generally used for color 
scheme development since…



Paletton.com uses the Artist’s RYB color wheel

● Paletton.com is a popular online website 
that can be used to develop harmonious 
color schemes

● Here the complement of the Red Hue at 0 
degrees is Green at 180 degrees, as 
would be expected

● Both this website and adobe.color.com 
can be used to help develop coordinated 
color schemes



Color.adobe.com uses a Modern RGB color wheel but…

● Color.adobe.com is another major website 
used to develop and analyze color 
harmonies

● Here the Red Hue is at 0 degrees.
● The Hue at 180 degrees is Cyan
● However, when you use a Base color of 

Red, and ask for a Complementary color 
scheme, it proposes a Greenish Hue at 
137 degrees

● It also generally follows the artist’s wheel 
for Yellow/Violet and Blue/Orangish as well



Practical Considerations & Challenges



A Calibrated System is important for Accurate Color Work

● A completely calibrated system will accurately 
express color in a given gamut from camera, to 
monitor, to print.

● Professionals, or others requiring absolute color 
accuracy from and between multiple cameras can 
use an X-Rite Colorchecker Passport to generate 
custom camera profiles for a RAW editor.

● Most will not require this, since so much of color is 
open to artistic interpretation.

● However, using a monitor generally calibrated to 
sRGB color space, D65 white point, and Gamma 
2.2 using a i1 Display or other device is useful to 
insure that most others will view the exact colors 
you intend to display



Colors live in a 3 Dimensional Color Gamut

● Color gamut is the range of colors a 
device can produce or record

● Since this gamut is 3 dimensional, we 
need 3 sets of coordinates to describe a 
unique color

● We usually use Hue, Saturation, and 
Brightness to specify a color 

● sRGB is the standard for digital images on 
the web and print

● Adobe RGB can theoretically represent 
35% more color range which some prints 
and higher end monitors can display.

● The details of various gamuts and means 
of compression can get very complicated 
and is best left for your own exploration.



Photoshop’s Color Picker Shows 5 Different Color Models

● HSB or Hue, Saturation, and 
Brightness/Value will be used for 
consistency of use with the color wheels

● RGB, Lab, CMYK, and # or HTML color 
codes are also shown for the same color.

● The Lab, or Lightness/Luminosity a, and b 
is interesting in that the L component or 
Luminosity = the Human perception of 
brightness. Note that pure Red has a 
Brightness of 100%, but Luminance of 
61%

● HTML # can transfer colors between 
colors.adobe.com and paletton.com



Hue, Saturation, and Value on the Wheel and Picker

● 3 coordinates are generally used to select a color 
from a 3-dimensional space

● The color wheel is shown with 360 degrees of hue 
around the perimeter.

● Hue is the purest form of a color at 100% 
saturation and 100% brightness.

● Saturation is shown on the color wheel surface 
from 100% on the perimeter to being reduced to 
pure white in the center of the “icing on the cake”

● The third dimension of Brightness, or Value, is 
“underneath” the color wheel. 

● The photoshop Color Picker is one slice of this 
cake, and lets you pick a hue from the bar on the 
right, Value on the Y axis, and Saturation on the X 
axis of the resultant square

● Selecting a “Key Color” is the foundation from 
which all “matching” colors are derived



A single Hue can have Tints, Tones, and Shades

● Tints are a Hue mixed with White which 
reduces saturation

● Shades are a Hue mixed with Black which 
reduces brightness

● Tones are a Hue mixed with various 
shades of gray affecting both saturation 
and brightness

● The underlying Hue remains unchanged
● Hues mixed with their complement will 

fade to white in the additive color model

Tints

Tones

Shades



Luminosity and Brightness are Different

● Brightness, as indicated by the HSB 
model, will not directly correlate with the 
human eye’s perception of brightness or 
luminosity

● Colors shown are at a 100% Brightness 
Level

● Shades of Gray shown are at the 
Luminosity or Perceived Brightness of 
each Color

● Note that bright colors, and/or light or 
luminous colors, advance while dark 
colors appear to recede.



The eye can be fooled by surrounding colors

● Checkerboard squares A and B are both 
50% luminant by Photoshop

● The center squares in the second example 
are the same exact color

● Our perception of color is influenced by 
the colors and tones around it.

● What this means is that the search of a 
numerical formulation for good color will 
fail without using human perception

A

B



What do we 
now know?

Tools to Help Develop Color 
Harmonies

● Color Wheels can help develop 
Color Harmonies

● A calibrated system is 
necessary for accurate work

● The eye can be fooled by 
surrounding colors and 
luminosity

● Color is mathematically 
complicated and can not be 
done by formula alone



Color Harmonies & Tools to Use



Color Schemes are Colors that Work Well Together

● Color.adobe.com and Paletton.com are 
two online color scheme generators

● The Base, or Key, color is the dominant 
color of the scheme and is selected first

● For photographs, this is the color around 
which the rest of the scheme is developed

● Color schemes allow us to select from the 
16 million colors in RBG and reduce them 
to a few that are pleasing to look at 
together.

● They will have similar brightness and 
saturation levels to “go well” together



Simple Artist’s Color Wheel can Help to Learn Harmonies

● Beside the online color generators, a simple 
Artist’s Color Wheel can help one learn 
harmonies without the need for a computer

● With continued use, recognition of color 
harmonies can become second nature, even for 
those who have never concerned themselves 
with matching wardrobe selections before…



Paletton.com - On-line Color Harmony Generator

● Paletton.com is a very popular harmony generator
● A Key Hue can be established by dragging the dot 

along the rim of the color wheel
● Top left icons can select a proposed color scheme
● The center dot on the “orb” is used to increase 

saturation by moving right, and luminosity by moving 
up. (and vice versa) 

● Since this is based on the Artist’s RYB, and not 
Adobe’s RGB color wheel, the Hue degrees will not 
match between the two, and the HTML Hex Code 
box in the bottom left should be used to match the 
two tools.



Color.adobe.com - On-line Color Harmony Generator

● Color.adobe.com can be used to 
analyze and generate color harmonies

● Using the “Extract Theme” tab, a .jpg 
image by Jeffrey Becom was dragged 
and dropped and a color palette 
generated from the existing colors in 
the image.

● This can be used for inspiration if the 
color pallet is one you would like to 
emulate

● Also, it can be used with your own 
images to see how they might be 
tweaked into a pleasing color scheme



Color.adobe.com - On-line Color Harmony Generator

● The Color Wheel tab can then be 
selected to see how the “Extracted 
Theme” lines up on a color wheel.

● This can be used to confirm success of 
an attempt to use a scheme or indicate 
which Hues should be shifted to more 
closely conform to a desired color 
scheme. (Split Complementary)

● Using HSB Color Mode will give you 
the Hue in Degrees to match in 
Lightroom or Photoshop

● This Wheel can generate Harmonies 
by selecting a rule and dragging a Key 
color around the wheel



Color Harmonies - 5 Personal Examples



Paletton.com - Monochromatic

● Uses a single Key Hue of 
near pure red

● Key color shown is 
desaturated by location at 
left of center

● Uses Tints, Tones, Shades 
of single Hue for simple, 
restful color scheme



Color.adobe.com - Monochromatic



Color.adobe.com - Monochromatic

● Colors on the Wheel 
are all the same Hue.

● All colors will lie on a 
straight line from the 
center of the Color 
Wheel in a 
Monochromatic 
Scheme

● This is would be 
eligible for submission 
as a monochrome 
image



Paletton.com - Analogous

● Uses a Key Hue of Teal 
● Saturation and 

Brightness of Key color 
is increased by location 
on upper right side of 
center circle

● 2 Analogous Hues are 
those located 30 
degrees on either side of 
the Key Color

● This is usually a lower 
contrast peaceful scene



Color.adobe.com - Analogous



Color.adobe.com - Analogous

● Analogous colors lie 
close to each other 
on the same side of 
the color wheel

● Saturation levels are 
similar

● Teal is a Key color 
with Blue and Green 
as Analogous hues



Paletton.com - Complementary 

● Uses a Key Hue of Teal 
● Saturation is reduced and 

Brightness increased by 
location on upper left side 
of center circle (Pastels)

● Complementary color of 
orange is directly opposite 
at 180 degrees



Color.adobe.com - Complementary



Color.adobe.com - Complementary

● Complementary colors lie 
directly opposite, or 180 
degrees from the Key Hue 
on the Color Wheel

● The colors are located on a 
straight line from one side 
of the color wheel to the 
other

● This scheme can provide 
strong contrast in color



Paletton.com - Split-Complementary 

● Split Complementary uses 
an Analogous scheme and 
then adds a complementary 
color to the Key for increased 
contrast and color complexity



Color.adobe.com - Split-Complementary



Color.adobe.com - Split-Complementary

● The Analogous Theme of 
Red and Yellow centered 
around Orange is across 
from its complement of 
Teal.

● This is a bit more involved 
Color Scheme that allows 
for more color complexity



Paletton.com - Triad 

● Triads are less frequently 
used, but combine 3 Hues, 
evenly spaced at 120 degrees

● This is a high contrast color 
scheme



Color.adobe.com - Triad



Color.adobe.com - Triad

● This Triad Scheme uses 
the primary colors of Red, 
Yellow, and Blue

● The colors are evenly 
spaced apart at 120 
degrees



Color Schemes 
that Work

Not Just for Artists or those with 
an innate sense of Color

● We’ve seen 5 examples of 
color schemes that work 
reasonably well

● Schemes do not have to be 
“exact” to  be viable

● The tools can be used to 
develop schemes from a Base 
color

● The tools can be also used to 
get “inspiration” from Pro 
Photographers and Artists



My 1st attempt - Extract “bad” Colors in color.adobe.com



My 1st attempt - View existing Colors on Color Wheel

● Undistinguished color 
palette lies on straight line 
through center of color 
wheel

● This indicates that a 
Complementary color 
scheme might work



My 1st attempt - Make Green & Red Complementaries

● Green color moved to 
match plausible color of 
water

● Complementary Color 
Harmony proposes 
Red/Coral color for sand



My 1st attempt - Colorize Sand Selection in Photoshop

● Overall Color balance 
adjusted to make water 
match proposed color of 
Green

● Sand is selected with 
mask, and Hue/Saturation 
layer with Colorize is used 
to generate matching 
Coral sand color

● My first attempt at 
applying a deliberate color 
harmony is completed



My 1st attempt - Before and After Image of Blind Beach



Common 
Problems

Especially when starting to 
experiment with Color

● Using too many Colors - colors 
that don’t work well together

● Too Much indiscriminate 
Saturation - no color “negative 
space” or a place for the eyes 
to rest with less saturation

● Not enough Saturation - too 
little contrast

● Not balancing Color 
Proportions and Weight



One Approach on 
How to Make 
Good Colors

In Lightroom, Adobe Camera 
RAW, or other RAW processor

● Ideally, consider Color 
schemes during the shoot

● Start using Global Adjustments 
to help set a Base Color

● Plan scheme with Color Wheel 
and/or Comparables

● Use HSL Sliders to tweak 
individual colors

● Finally, use selections with 
Color Ranges, Masks, and 
Brushes for individual elements



Lightroom Color Tools



Lightroom Global Controls - Profiles & Presets

● Upon import, a camera color profile must 
be chosen

● This can be a camera calibrated 
“accurate” profile, or dozens of Adobe, 
Camera Matching, Artistic, or Other 
Profiles that will present an alternative 
base image for editing

● Lightroom also offers a plethora of Presets 
for various color and artistic effects 

● I found this too confusing, and prefer a 
simple standard flat image as a starting 
point for edits

● Others may enjoy exploring artistic 
alternatives offered by the program



Lightroom Basic - White Balance, Vibrance, Saturation

● Use White Balance to set base 
color first. Warm or Cool will set 
emotional bias of image

● Turn up Saturation and Vibrance 
temporarily to more easily see 
Color Temp adjustments

● Review all colors whenever 
exposure or contrast is changed, 
as it will impact saturation levels.



Lightroom HSL - Targets Individual Colors Globally

● The Hue Sliders shift the color of 
individual Hues on the Color 
wheel - left = counter clockwise, 
right = clockwise

● Saturation and Luminance can 
also be adjusted for each color 
shown

● Typically, these can be used to 
balance out saturation levels 
individually, instead of globally 
with Vibrance and Saturation

● Unwanted colors can be 
eliminated or shifted to those 
fitting a color harmony



Lightroom HSL - Panel Turned Off



Lightroom HSL - Panel Turned On



Lightroom - Oversaturated Image with Reference View

● Too much Saturation 
on Active Image

● Use Pro Image for 
“inspiration” in 
reference view

● Temporarily use mask 
“Select a Color” to 
measure Hue and 
Saturation of Key 
Elements in reference 
image

● Color Grading “eye 
dropper” works as well



Lightroom - Oversaturated Image Corrected

● Try to match Hue first 
using the HSL Sliders 
by look and 
measurement with 
“eyedropper”

● Then attempt 
Saturation and 
Luminance

● Relative Color 
matching for the two 
images is confirmed 
by eye and 
measurement if 
desired.



Lightroom - Use Masks for Targeted Image Correction

● Colors can be 
completely shifted in 
Lightroom with a color 
range mask

● Intersect with brush, 
radial, or linear 
gradient if necessary

● Red Honda in Great 
Smoky Mountains, 
National Park



Lightroom - Use Masks for Targeted Image Correction

● Use Color Balance 
Controls for small 
changes.

● Hue Slider for big color 
shifts

● Or desaturate and add 
color wash to entire 
selection

● Selective Color can be 
achieved by 
desaturating entire 
image in the HSL 
panel, and then just 
adding back the 
desired hues



Lightroom - Nature Image before Color Adjustments

● Cute image of mother 
otter with pup

● Colors cold and 
unappealing

● Adjustments in Nature 
Category images 
“must appear natural”

● However, a possible 
complementary 
orange and teal green 
scheme is observed 



Lightroom - Nature Image after Color Adjustments

● Hue and Luminance is 
tweaked to give a 
classic orange otter 
and teal green water 
interpretation

● Otters stand out from 
water background

● Colors appear 
plausible and are more 
pleasing to the eye



Lightroom Color Grading - Shadows and Highlights

● Color Grading applies a wash of color 
over a specified range of luminance

● Hue is selected by degrees on the color 
wheel, sample patch, or by eyedropper

● Saturation is by % distance from center 
● Blending changes the luminance range 

over which the color is applied
● To change the position between Shadow 

and Highlight the Balance is used
● Typically cool shadows are adjusted first.
● Warmer highlights come next.
● A little goes a long way!!
● Creatives can ignore all rules here and 

apply color with abandon



Lightroom Color Grading - Midtones and Global

● Lightroom also allows separate color 
grading for Midtones and Global

● These are not typically used as much as 
Shadows and Highlights

● The Color Grading Panel can also be 
used to measure the Hue and Saturation 
of a selection with the eyedropper

● This can be useful to confirm a color 
match against a targeted reference 
image



Lightroom Color Grading - Shadows turned Off

● Best practice seems to 
be start with Shadows, 
and then go to 
Highlights

● This image is a bit flat 
and a good 
“complement” of 
yellow and green is 
magenta.



Lightroom Color Grading - Shadows turned On

● Magenta is added to 
shadows for a split 
complementary color 
scheme

● Most suggest starting 
with lower saturation 
levels and then 
increasing to taste

● Experimentation is 
useful to learn this 
technique



Lightroom Color Grading - Turned Off

● This color image of 
blowing ashes and 
burnt trees in an early 
Owens Valley morning 
almost appears 
monochrome

● A traditional Color 
Grading of Blues in the 
Shadows and 
Yellow/Orange in the 
Highlights is chosen



Lightroom Color Grading - Turned On

● Both Shadows and 
Highlights have Color 
Grading applied

● Saturation level is 
adjusted to taste..

● Dull monochrome 
photo is transformed 
into a more evocative 
image



Lightroom Tone Curve - Individual RGB Curves

● Lightroom Tone curve can also be 
used to color tone images using 
individual Red, Green, and Blue 
Curves.

● Adding a point that deviates from the 
linear line will +/- that color from that 
point in the histogram.

● The color pairs are Red/Cyan, 
Green/Magenta, and Blue/Yellow

● Curves are very powerful, but also 
difficult to use.

● Much of the same effect can be done 
with the Color Grading panel, and with 
far easier controls



Lightroom Calibration - Changes the ratio of every Pixel

● Another extremely powerful 
Global Control changes directly 
the mix of Red, Green, Blue in 
every Color in the image.

● Shifting the Red Hue towards 
Orange, and the Blue Hue 
towards green, results in the 
start of a Orange/Teal look.

● It is often used in some artistic 
presets.

● Most commonly, the Blue 
Saturation, and possibly the Red 
saturation is boosted to create 
more natural saturated 
appearance



Other Thoughts



Color Impacts Composition - Some Guidelines include...

● Balance - An image should be evenly weighted with 
compositional elements. Volume, Luminosity and Color can 
impact the weight of an element. Dark colors have mass and 
weight, Light colors have less

● Flow - The eyes should move through the frame and generally 
have a subject upon which to rest. Contrasty, Lighter, and more 
Saturated colors can draw the eye in or out of a frame

● Depth - Contrast and saturation is reduced with depth in a 
landscape due to atmospherics. Darker colors recede, while 
lighter colors advance  

● Sizzle - Emotional impact, atmospheric conditions, extraordinary 
composition or subject, or a “decisive moment” that is not easily 
duplicated. Some images can derive their “sizzle” through the 
creative use of colors.



Working Colors can be Difficult - Lightroom Snapshots

● Attempting to adjust Colors 
without a break can be 
difficult. 

● Eyes easily adapt to new 
colors and accept them as 
valid

● Better to take breaks and 
review work

● Another approach is to take 
Snapshots after each new 
process or material edit which 
can then be critically reviewed



Final 
Conclusions

And Suggested Next Steps

● Good Color is extremely 
important and can help convey 
mood and emotion of an image

● Learning how to apply color 
theory is not necessarily easy, 
but can be learned even by a 
color challenged engineer

● The topic of color is huge, but 
there are considerable 
resources on YouTube to help 
in the learning process



Experiment with 
Color

And Have Fun!

● Play with color.adobe.com to 
analyze images and develop 
color schemes

● Start with the HSL panel
● Try edits with several different 

color approaches
● Use Snapshots to help 

evaluate alternatives
● Watch YouTube videos for 

further information on each 
color topic.

● Email - hgaidus@gmail.com



Youtube Videos - Color Theory & Application

1. Joanna Kustra on the secrets of colour grading and how to achieve an individual style in 
photography - AQCOLOR by BenQ Europe

○ This is the video that inspired my work with Color.  Absolutely amazing and almost 1.5 hours long. 
Based upon fashion photography, but is a great foundation builder. I’ve watched it 3 times - Very 
complex and probably the PHD in color grading but still very useful for inspiration

2. Color Theory Basics EVERY Photographer MUST know! - StyleMyPic
○ A very well done, crash course in Color Theory in only 13 minutes - Another multiple view

3. Understanding Color - Blender Guru
○ With over 5 million views, written from the perspective of a graphics artists, but an awesome 

explanation of color theory with great examples - 23 action packed minutes
4. Controlling Colour in your Photography (Hue, Saturation and Luminance) - Sean Tucker

○ Great Theory and Practice from a street photographer
5. Important COLOR TIPS for BETTER PHOTOS - Jamie Windsor

○ Creative inspiration and detailed discussion of Lightroom tools including the Calibration Panel
6. LearnFromMasters Channel - Lots of Painting Artwork for color and composition inspiration


